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During this presentation we are going to discuss a bit about problem-based learning, henceforth known as PBL, the rational behind its use in an online Family Nurse Practitioner Program, Integration through discussion forums, and use of supplemental technology such as i-Human in presenting PBL cases.
The rationale behind the use of PBL in clinical education is multifaceted.

- The nature of PBL is questioning within a loosely and ill-defined presentation of facts or information. This structure makes PBL an obvious choice for implementation into online learning threads in lieu of typical discussion questions (Distler, 2008).

- Clinical courses, particularly in an online or even hybrid format pose an interesting challenge for faculty to ensure that students are indeed building clinical reasoning skills. Such skills are difficult to measure in any classroom, but through written PBL cases, the interaction between student, faculty and the ability of the faculty to see clear logic and progression of student clinical reasoning skills becomes much more easily accomplished (Crawford, 2011).

- PBL also serves as a clear link for students between what they are learning in the didactic course and actual patients they see in clinical (Hodges, 2011).

- PBL serves as a vehicle to create more frequent and meaningful student and faculty interactions.

- Online facilitation of these discussion, which can be viewed by all students and are saved within courses for students to go back and review at later dates, offers a method for students to learn from each other and to have ready access to review application of course information.

- PBL is a mechanism for creating ‘community’ within an online course, where students can work together, learning communication skills, how to identify evidence, consideration of differentials and application of current standards and guidelines.
PBL was originally developed to assist in physician education in the mid 1960’s (Distler, 2008). PBL is based in adult learning and constructivism learning theories, PBL requires active participation of all students, not allowing for some students to sit passively by and depend on the work of others. It also requires ‘equal’ participation by students, whereby since all students must participate, in this particular implementation, a set number of times and on set days. These situations require constant evaluation, guidance and active discussion on the part of faculty to ensure that students are indeed on the correct path to proper clinical evaluation, diagnosis and treatment. Although this form of teaching takes more time and preparation by the faculty, the student-centered approach creates satisfaction for students (Poulton, 2009).

Through implementation of PBL discussions into the five clinical courses of the Chamberlain program we have worked to build upon faculty experiences and knowledge of disease, changed evaluation rubrics to reflect the high level of student participation and work expected, and worked to educate and involve faculty in learning more about PBL, using reflection in their own practice and building teams to create and edit cases.
Case Studies
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At Chamberlain our goals in the use of threaded discussion boards in clinical courses were built upon our understanding of students primary needs and weaknesses in FNP education.

These included:

- Extensive and plentiful practice in 'clinical reasoning'
- A method by which to attempt to tackle the vast content coverage required in clinical advanced practice program.
- Ensuring that students knew how to find and apply current evidence and practice guidelines.
- To help students create an environment and personal practice of inquiry that would hopefully follow them into practice.
- To help students more easily make the knowledge translation/application of course content to clinical.

Specifically we used the threaded discussion boards, present and are mandatory weekly in all Chamberlain College of Nursing graduate nursing courses, and developed cases based on course content that students would follow throughout the week. Specifically, in the family course, which holds the pediatric and reproductive women’s health content, we created a family to be followed throughout each week. This family included not only health problems, but social, cultural, and spiritual conflicts that any NP might address in practice.
This is our family for NR-602, childbearing and childrearing family. This family has a separated mother and father, the mother is living with her parents currently some distance from the father and two small children. This case facilitates different family functioning, family conflict and presents a great opportunity for evaluation of developmental, sociocultural and family functioning needs.
The fist case is an initial visit case, so new patient evaluation and history is needed. Well child exams begin the course to ensure that students begin with a baseline knowledge of pediatric primary care. Students are provided with initial information such as basic medical information but also a glimpse of what is occurring in the exam room with the mother and children. For example, in the initial case when they first meet Kayla and her children, the youngest is climbing on the exam table removing the otoscope from the wall while the elder is actively typing on the computer in the exam room.

From there, the additional cases are episodic in nature and relate to specific issues with both the mother and the children. The students deal with everything from behavioral disorders and respiratory complaints in children, to unplanned pregnancy in the mother.
When we provide information, it is limited. The students begin with a basic chief complaint, partial review of systems, and history. After this is provided, students are expected to begin by creating a prioritized differential diagnosis list, begin building a list of additional information they would seek in practice, and find evidence to support both the differential and request for additional information.
Day 2:

- Physical exam with vital signs, cognitive development
- Students must:
  - Read and decipher the note
  - Calculate BMI, metric height and weight
  - Begin to build case for or against differentials

Discussion Day 2:

- Primary Diagnoses
- Differential Diagnoses

After initial postings are made by students, they are provided with the physical exam and other pertinent information, in the case of the family course this is cognitive development or psychosocial information. This information is provided in the form of a documented note. Students must be able to read and decipher the note, begin building information to support their most likely differentials. They also must be able to calculate important information like BMI and metric height and weight, which are needed in pediatric drug calculations.

They then post the primary diagnosis they have selected with rational and he list of possible differential diagnoses.
Day 3

Discussion Day 3:

* Plan for primary diagnoses based in evidence
* Further diagnostic work-up not included above
* Medications
* Referrals
* Conservative measures
* Patient/family education

On the final day of discussion any additional information such as laboratory values, radiographs or other diagnostic testing is provided. Students are required to make a plane for their primary diagnosis based in evidence, review medications (including the education they would provide the patient on purpose, administration, and side effects), any referrals that might be made, outline conservative and non-medical interventions and education.

Remember that all of this is done with overview, guidance and challenges presented by the course faculty.
Integrating Simulated Patient Encounters
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To better assist students in understanding components of the physical exam and expand practice in clinical reasoning within the course, technology was evaluated, chosen and implemented by Chamberlain and the FNP faculty into some of the PBL cases. The technology of choice was iHuman.

i-Human is a web-based technology that allows students to explore patient cases in a simulation complete with a patient chart to document in, avatars to interact with in a life-like history and physical exam environment. The software includes caveats on anatomy and physiology, pathophysiology, pharmacology, histopathology, laboratory and radiographic interpretation (i-Human, n.d.).
This is an example of one of the cases within i-Human. This is a pediatric case. As we move through the next few slides you will be able to see how the history and physical exam works within i-Human. Students can choose questions in the history and receive answers. The software records the number of appropriate and inappropriate questions asked and provides the student with feedback on their accuracy and appropriateness in the physical exam. It also has a timer mechanism to time students on how long they take to perform the history and physical.
This is an example of the physical exam. Students can assess specific parts of the body and get actual objective data to support their diagnosis and plan.
This is an example of the current visit record in i-Human for this patient.
There are a number of people involved in the implementation and continual evaluation of PBL within our online FNP program. Our team consists of Clinical Affairs faculty, advanced practice practicum specialists who oversee the course design and learning, practicum coordinators who assist in communication with the students and clinical sites, faculty within the specific courses who also interact with students and preceptors, and the use of an integrated documentation system for students clinical activities. Likewise, the course is under continual evaluation by the faculty expert each year and the entire FNP faculty are closely involved in the evaluation of PBL within the curriculum.
Thank you!
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